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The servant's purpose is to serve.
By obeying the Lord's Command, the supreme status is obtained.

Obeying the Will of the Command of the Timeless Being is indeed Divine Service.
Nanak by
‘being the purchased slave’
‘being the follower of the Command’
being ‘dead’ (to worldly ways)
being the ‘disciple’
being the ‘dust of the feet’
letting go of ‘jewel-slag’
sacrificing ‘oneself’(mind body and soul)
to the house of the Guru (and) obeying the divine Command, is indeed the divine
service of the spiritual realm.
1

I will accept the Will of the True Guru, and eradicate selfishness from within.
By this work and service, the Naam shall come to dwell within my mind.

34

2

Working for the Guru, serving the Guru and the Guru's Command, all are pleasing to
me.
671

3

One who realizes the Hukam of the Lord's Command is said to be His servant.
He endures both bad and good equally.
1076

Faith-filled service of love –In the spiritual realm blissful, pure, selfless,
divine service can only take place in the joy and delight of the Satguru’s affection,
love and beingness of adoration.
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4

Serve the Saints with loving faith, and set aside your pride and stubbornness. 498

5

They serve the Lord, and love the True Word of the Shabad. 512

6

Some wait upon and serve the True Guru; they embrace love for the Lord's Name.
O Nanak, they reform their lives, and redeem their generations as well.
552

7

The Lord casts His Glance of Grace, and inspires love and affection.
Joined to the service of the True Guru, the mortal being crosses over the terrifying
world-ocean.
1442
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1

The God-conscious being delights in doing good to others.

273

Who is capable of doing sewa (service)?
2

Granting His Mercy, He has linked His humble servants to His service.
He has rid me of the pains of birth and death, and merged me with Himself. 866

3

One who has such good karma inscribed upon his forehead, is committed to the Lord's
service.
964

4

He alone serves You, whom You have enjoined to do so.

5

That humble being is attached to the Lord's service, whom the Lord so attaches. 1070

6

He alone is the Guru's servant, whom the Guru Himself links to His service, and upon
whose forehead such blessed destiny is inscribed.
1078

7

If the Lord is merciful, then the mortal is allowed to serve Him.
By Guru's Grace, he remains dead while yet alive.
1172

8

By the Hukam of Your Command, I am blessed with Your Insignia; I serve my Lord and
Master.
1395

1011

How is spiritual sewa (service) done?
9

I serve the Lord, chanting the Name of God.

300

10 Day and night, remain content with the Naam, the Name of the Lord; that is the true
service.
421
11 Let us become the slaves of His slaves, and shed our sadness, and with our palms
pressed together, remain wakeful day and night.
457
12 Serve the True Guru forever, O Siblings of Destiny, and eradicate self-conceit from
within.
638
13 I carry the water, wave the fan, and grind the corn for the Saints; I sing the Glorious
Praises of the Lord of the Universe.
673

This is how the praises of a Guru’s sewadar (one who serves the Guru) appear in
Gurbani –
14 Unto those who serve You, unto those who serve You, Dear Lord, servant Nanak is a
sacrifice.
11
15 Those who serve the True Guru shall prosper; here and hereafter, they are absorbed in
the Naam.
112
16 I am forever a sacrifice to those who perform service for the Guru. 725
17 The Guru's servants are the Beloveds of the True Guru.
Contemplating the Shabad, they sit upon His throne.
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1026

1

The Guru's servant is not consigned to hell.
The Guru's servant meditates on the Supreme Lord God.
The Guru's servant joins the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; the Guru ever
gives the life of the soul.
1075

2

That humble being, who, as Gurmukh, serves the Lord, obtains all peace and pleasure.
He Himself is saved, along with his family, and all the world is saved as well. 1100

3

One who serves the Lord is the Lord's person.
He dwells in intuitive peace, and never suffers in sorrow.

4

1172

Your servants are totally fulfilled, throughout the ages; O Waah Guru, it is all You,
forever.
1403

Without ‘sewa’ (service) worship is not possible. Worship itself is the sewa
(service) of the Satguru –
5

Implant the Naam within, perform devotional worship to the Lord and serve God - this
is good.
405

6

How very fortunate are they, who are committed to the Guru's service.
Night and day, they are engaged in devotional worship; the True Name is implanted
within them.
423

7

This is devotional worship, that one loves the True Lord; without service, one cannot
be a devotee.
506

8

Without serving the Guru, there is no devotional worship. How can anyone, by himself,
know the Lord?
1013

9

Without serving the Guru, there is no devotional worship,
even though one may make all sorts of efforts.

1342

Doing ‘simran’ or chanting of the Naam or the ‘cultivation of the shabad’ is indeed
divine sewa or srvice -
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10

I serve the Lord, chanting the Name of God.

11

They serve their Lord Master, and reflect upon the Perfect Word of the Shabad. 512

12

The selfless service of the Gurmukhs is approved; in celestial peace, they live the
essence of reality.
788

13

Selfless service and intuitive awareness come by reflecting upon the Word of the
Shabad.
1343
Chanting, intensive meditation and austere self-discipline come by subduing the ego.

14

To serve their True Guru, contemplate on the Word of the Guru's Shabad,
1415
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300

It is clear from the Gurbani lines mentioned above that the sewa or service of
the Satguru is difficult and tough –
1

The elephant offers its head to the reins, and the anvil offers itself to the hammer;
just so, we offer our minds and bodies to our Guru; we stand before Him, and serve
Him.
This is how the Gurmukhs eliminate their self-conceit, and come to rule the whole
world.
647

2

It is very difficult to serve the True Guru; offer your head, and eradicate self-conceit.
One who dies in the Word of the Shabad shall never have to die again; his service is
totally approved.
649

3

O Nanak, he alone is called a selfless servant, who cuts off his head, and offers it to
the Lord.
1247

4

To work for the Guru, or a spiritual teacher, is terribly difficult, but it brings the most
excellent peace.
1422

In reality such hard, ‘tough’, ‘extremely difficult spiritual sewa or service can
only be done by some rare, blessed, (those) dead to the worldly ways, guruorientated beloveds –
5

Service to the Guru is worship of the Guru. How rare are those who obtain it! 66

6

Out of millions, hardly anyone is a servant of the Lord. All the others are mere traders.
495
But one who understands the essence of Yoga - such a humble servant is very rare
1302
That person, upon whose forehead the Guru places His Hand - out of millions, how rare
is that slave.
1340

7
8

There are many forms of ‘Sewa’ or service that is done under the influence of
various emotional feeling.
These feelings and emotions become evident and manifest themselves in many
forms-colours-appearances.
All our –
thoughts
remembrances
deeds
religions
charities
services
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efforts
religious pursuit
recitation-worship
donation-charity
life
are subordinate to various types of inclinations.
Gurbani is the very subtle illumination of the True Guru’s intuitional feelings
right from the ‘source’ of the Divine Realm. For this reason people from the
materialistic realm possessing gross intellect are unable to understand-unraveldiscover the divine essence knowledge. This is why through Gurbani and the
writings of Bhai Gurdas, numerous examples from the materialistic world have
been given to explain and give direction (to people like) us who posses limited
knowledge. But we are so engrossed in the daily routine chores of our life that we
have no time nor do we feel the need to contemplate on or understand these
veritable natural examples.
From the numerous self-evident natural examples, one example - the nurturing
of a child that takes place under the influence of motherly love, has been discussed
in the previous lekh at some length.
Now more apt and informative examples related to ‘sewa or service and its
meaning’ are being put forward.
Every tree takes root from a tiny seed. That seed get its ‘life-current’ from the
soil which allows it to grow, flourish, flower and fruit. As the tree’s intellect is
limited, it operates in the flow of divine ‘hukam’ or command and spontaneously
serves others and indulges in selfless sewa or service. While bearing the brunt of
the rain, storms, gales, tornados, heat-cold, it protects us from them under its
canopy. It bears the blaze of the scorching sunlight and gives us shade. It gives
flower and fruit and does not discriminate with anyone no matter if one is a Muslim
or Hindu, A Sikh or a Christian, a sinner or virtuous, of a high caste or low caste.
It spontaneously continues to be of ‘service’ to all. Opposed to this we are
tyrannical towards that tree. We break its thin branches. We pluck its fruits and
flowers. Still it does not complain and intoxicated in the divine ‘will’ it continues
to sacrifice itself. We cut it to pieces and use it as fire-wood – even then it give us
warmth. When it
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dries up we further cut, slice, saw, plane and use it for our benefit. Bearing the
brunt of all these difficulties and tyranny, it continues to sacrifice its innate self and
unconsciously indulges in selfless sewa or service, even then it never complains
nor does it remind others of its sacrifice.
In the same way, take the rose ‘flower’ – from the earth through divine ‘life
current’ it acquires beauty, tenderness, fragrance and when it blooms at the prime
of youth, it begins to share its innate ‘self’ that is its beauty, tenderness, fragrance
because it cannot hold on to the virtues of its innate self as they keep overflowing.
In this way day and night it continues to share its innate ‘self’.
This is not the end, if its tender petals are wrenched-plucked and crushed, or
boiled over fire to make its essence, even then after bearing up with so much pain
and cruelty, the ‘flower’ does not hesitate to share of its ‘innate self’ because
according to the flow of his divine will, the joy of sharing its innate ‘self’ and the
‘exuberance’ remains intact.
Without the low or base tendencies of grievance-complaint or revenge the
‘flower’, participating in the pure and liberating action or sewa of the divine hukam
or command, continues to cultivate in the correct way the counsel of Gurbani viz
‘eliminate the self (which tends to take credit ) and perform sewa’.
In this way the ‘flower’ inebriated in the ecstasy of its innate essence, colour,
fragrance, intoxicated in the intoxication of divine youthfulness –
begins to overflow
‘sacrifices its ‘innate self’
shares its ‘youthfulness’
cultivates the ‘hukam or command’
participates in the ‘spontaneous play’
immersed the ‘love of the self ‘
while doing the selfless service of the creation, is making its ‘life’ successful, and
spontaneously, without knowing and innocently is complying with and cultivating
the Gurbani lines below.
1
2
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But if he eliminates his self-conceit and then performs service, he shall be honored.
474
The sharp tool cuts down the tree, but it does not feel anger in its mind.
It serves the purpose of the cutter, and does not blame him at all.
1017
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Fareed, answer evil with goodness; do not fill your mind with anger.

1382

From these examples, as both the tree and flower have gross
consciousness and limited intellect, they are unknowingly and
spontaneously serving the creation according to their ‘innate inlaid
command’ – this being the reason why they are not aware of the sewa or
service and have no inkling of ‘egotism’ in them. That is why their
unconscious service is pure and selfless and (in such a state) their salvation
and spiritual progress continues to take place.
But the Timeless Being has blessed man with boundless subtle
consciousness and sharp intellect – (and) being subordinate to his subtle
feelings he does ‘sewa’ or service. In the folds of such sewa or service the
off-spring of egotism’s doubt fallacy, self-centredness and me-mineness
operates. ‘Ego-ridden sewa or service’ operates under the influence the
Karmic Law of materialism and being action-bound we have to face the
consequences. (Under these conditions) our salvation cannot take place in
the spiritual realm.
Although the special and wondrous sewa or service of a mother towards
her child is tough and ‘self’ sacrificing – but behind it there is the intimacy
of ‘me-mineness’. She cannot perform the same sewa or service for the
neighbour’s children. For this reason mother’s sewa or service comes under
the ‘Karmic Law’ because she considers the child to be hers and gets
trapped in attachment. Entangled in this ‘attachment’ of ‘motherliness’ she
forgets that it is a divine ‘gift’ which was placed in her heart at the time of
birth to nurture the child.
If the mother, according to the ‘innate inlaid command’, at the time
when the fountain of feeling of motherliness arose in her, were to nurture
the child in the state of thankfulness towards the Timeless Being, then her
sewa or service would have been pure and selfless, in which case this sewa
or service of hers would have been successful and salvation giving.
Here Mother Teresa’s example is most apt. Without the (feelings of)
intimacy and attachment, intoxicated in the love of her Messiah Christ, she
performed the pure and selfless sewa or service of nurturing numerous
cripples, orphans and shelterless children.
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It is clear from these examples that –
1. The inclination or feeling behind the sewa or service will determine the
fruit.
1

He looks alike upon all with His Glance of Grace,
602
but people receive the fruits of their rewards according to their love for the Lord.

2. In the materialistic world whatever sewa or service is done through the
ego-ridden mind under the influence of me-mineness - no matter how virtuous or
pure it appears, all come under the influence of Karmic law and it keeps us trapped
in the materialistic world. It cannot take us towards the salvation giving divine
realm.
3. To become the recipients of the supreme status of the divine realm it
necessary to do selfless sewa or service while being imbued with the love of the
Satguru .
This love filled conviction can only be obtained through –
1 the contemplation of the innate meaning of Gurbani
2 the company of blessed guru-orientated beloveds
3 simran or the cultivation of the practice of Naam
4 the Grace of the Guru.
2

Join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; vibrate and meditate on the Jewel of
the Naam.
12

3

Through loving devotional worship, O Nanak, I have obtained peace; in the Saadh
Sangat, the Company of the Holy, I am absorbed into the Lord. 384

4

The Lord's Saint loves the Lord in his mind, like the lotus flower gazing at the moon.
975

When a blessed guru-orientated being imbued –
in the love of the guru
in the hue of Naam
in the sweet melody of the Shabad
in joy love, affection, relish
in the torrential flow of joy
in the exuberance of divine intoxication
overflows
wells up
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pours out continually
expresses devotional love
shares his innate self
disperses his innate self
then through every–
thought
movement
glance
word
gait
meeting
company,
of his, the reflection and illumination of –
Nanak – love
Naam
shabad
love
affection
relish
joy
keeps manifesting itself.
In their eyes discrimination about good-bad, sinful-virtuous, and high-low does
not exist because they have risen above the small, false illusionary world of threephased me-mineness, and exist in some high-lofty, pure-chaste, Nanak-love’s
beautiful love of the inner-self, and intoxicated in the intoxication of the divine
relish, they play the ‘game of love’. They are the residents of the divine realm, the
‘real soul-home within’, the ‘griefless city’ where there is not a trace of ‘secondlove’ or me-mineness.
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Like the flowing current of water or the flow of air, in Guru orientated beings
the current of exuberance for service towards others, joyfully arises and manifests
daily in ever new colours and forms. In this they automatically, unknowingly
continue to do pure and selfless sewa or service and like a ‘flower’, it becomes
their natural disposition to have their innate self shared, looted, diffused. Like the
rose flower, every moment of their life - every second, every hour, day and night,
the whole life is spent in the sewa or service of others.
1

The God-conscious being delights in doing good to others. 273

Sacrificing their innate self in the intoxication of ‘Nanak love’, the Guru
orientated beings willing and happily face and accept all types of sacrifices
including the giving up of life and in (a state of) gratefulness they utter the words,
“Your actions seem so sweet to me. Nanak begs for the treasure of the Naam, the
Name of the Lord”. Such extraordinary examples of the spiritual surrender of life
and sacrifices are found in abundance in the history of the Gurus and gursikhs.
But such gursikh beings who serve others are indeed rare in the world –
2

Out of millions, hardly anyone is a servant of the Lord. All the others are mere traders.
495

3

The Saints are few and far between; everything else in the world is just a pompous
show.
1411

In the silence of such gurmukh beloveds too, ‘sewa’ and service towards others
exists, just like the creation’s numerous tongue less and language- less life forms,
which continue to do sewa or serve the creation in voiceless and unseen ways
according to their ‘in-laid hukam or command’.
Through the ‘silent-love’ of guru-orientated beloveds, numerous promising
souls unknowingly get ‘infected’ with divine ‘message of love’ or the relish of
Naam through intuition in a language-less language.
4

We cannot meet the Lord by our own efforts, nor can we meet Him through service;
He comes and meets us spontaneously.
672

For the souls of the spiritual seekers, this divine blessing is –
the magic
a miracle
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the effort
the service
the service rendered to others
the communion
the transaction
the play of love
the treasure of Naam
the love of the innate self
the word
the Guru’s Grace
of the spiritual realm.
But this divine ‘play of love’ is beyond the reach of our limited intellect. Only
some blessed guru-orientated being will be able to understand, unravel, discover
and experience this ‘play of love’. He is the one who has to have the knowledge of
the fourth state, the primal state, divine-realm, the ‘essence of union’.
1
2
3

They alone are devotees, and they alone are selfless servants, who love the Lord's
Name.
733
The sevadar performs selfless service when he is pleased, and confirmed in the True
Word of the Shabad.
767
But one who understands the essence of Yoga - such a humble servant is very rare.
1302

Guru-orientated beings –
on becoming the ‘channel’ of ‘Nanak-love’
on becoming divine ‘weapon’
on becoming the distributor of divine blessings blessing
on becoming the witness of the ‘goblet of love’
on becoming the ‘rain’ of benevolence
on becoming the ‘sunlight’ of the ‘sun of Naam’
on becoming the ‘fragrance’ of the flower of Naam
on attaining (the status of) ‘motherliness’ out of ‘mother’s love
on becoming the ‘essence’ of the shabad
on becoming the ‘flow’ of the life current
on becoming attuned to the divine ‘melody’
on becoming the purchased slave
L97.11

of their benefactor, the Satguru L97.11

and acting upon the ‘hukam or command’, spontaneously
cleanses
surrenders
sacrifices
shares
disperses
allows looting (ever ready to give everything)
(knowingly) smiles
illuminates
his ‘innate self’ to cultivate in the true sense of the word this line from Gurbani –
1

But if one eliminates one’s self-conceit and then performs service, one shall be
honored.
474

The praises-tributes or the ‘honour’ of the materialistic world panders to our
ego, making it strong and action-bound but in the spiritual world such praisestributes transport a devotee to a state of gratefulness and makes him the recipient
of more blessings and benediction.
To understand this point, let us remember the flute which cost less than three
cents – but when it touched the lips of Lord Krishna, the divine melody that came
into being , made it worth millions.
In the same way when the Guru from his court, blesses his disciple with the
gift of the essence of Naam and ‘Nanak-love’ and allows the disciple to serve him,
then that disciple is worth millions.
2

The calico-printer, worth half a shell, became worth millions

487

In this spiritual ‘play of love’, the wondrous thing is that the Satguru, in
granting his disciple the boon of his life-current, Nanak-love, essence of Naaam
and unstruck melody of the Shabad or word, makes him his channel or ‘dispenser’
to further dispense and disperse these gifts thereby bestowing honour and praise on
him.
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3

He alone serves the Guru, whom the Lord Himself inspires to do so. 421

4

Those, upon whom the Lord God has bestowed His Grace, are committed to the service
of the True Guru.
573

5

Liberation, comfort and proper lifestyle come from serving You; You alone cause us to
serve You.
749
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He alone serves You, whom You have enjoined to do so. 1101

All this is the divine ‘play of love’ in which the ‘Provider’s abundant –
mercy
blessing
glance of grace
love
command
guru’s benediction
is indeed prevailing.
The whole cosmic drama is an expression and manifestation of Divine Will,
Divine love and Divine Grace.
In this eternal ‘Cosmic Drama’, a disciple, in his capacity as a small ‘cog’
abiding by the command, becomes so absorbed or engrossed in the love, affection,
relish, hue, joy of the Satguru that he looses all consciousness of his separate
existence or egotism’.
In other words,
in the intoxication of the ‘essence of love’
in the unstruck melody
in the flow of hukum or command’s powerful current
of the Satguru, the self will of the ‘disciple’ or cleverness becomes powerless and
immobilised so much so that no thought of his separate ‘egotism’ or praise exists
anymore.
According to the discussion above, the Guru himself castes a glance of grace
upon his ‘disciple, and makes him a purchased slave of the ‘house of Nanak’ by
blessing him with His love, affection, essence, relish, joy and the relish of the
Naam and by placing him in the service of the house of the Guru, his life attains
‘peace in this world and happiness in the next’.
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In this way the disciple of the Guru –
by unravelling the hukam or command
by abiding by the Divine Will
by ‘tuning’ himself with the flow of life-current
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by becoming a ‘purchased slave’ in the love of the Guru
by becoming a ‘person adherent to the command’
by sacrificing his innate self upon the ‘candle’ of Guru’s love
by ‘sacrificing’ every moment, every second, day and night, the whole life
in the process of cleansing his mind and body
putting all his effort in doing strenuous service
he merges into the warm and sweet lap of the Guru. This indeed is (the stage of)
perfection of the disciple’s effort in which –
the Guru, the disciple and the service
are the beads of the cord of divine love of the innate self, whose individual wavelength and the presence of divine flashes keep manifesting themselves in the world.
1

Through and through, the Lord is intermingled with His servant.
God, the Giver of Peace, cherishes His servant.
101

In the peak of this divine sphere, the ‘disciple’ merges with the Guru and
becomes an embodiment of him.
2

Those who serve, those who serve my Dear Lord, are absorbed into the Being of the
Lord, Har, Har.
11

3

Those who serve You, become You. You preserve the honor of Your servants. 758

4

Those who serve You, become just like You; O Fearless Lord, You are their best friend
from infancy.
1021

5

Those who serve You are immersed in You. You unite them in Union with Yourself.
1060

6

The Lord's servant becomes like the Lord.
Do not think that, because of his human body, he is different.

1076

The Gurus themselves have cultivated the lines of Gurbani and taught us the
right way to do ‘spiritual service’. Treading this exemplary path numerous gursikhs
too have cultivated pure, liberating, selfless ‘spiritual service’.
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When the blessed gifts of
Nanak-love
relish of love
simran
divine melody
joy
radiance
gift of the soul etc
(are bestowed upon a) guru’s disciples, he with his
glance of love
sweet words
‘touch’ of love
rays of life
glance of grace
that operates (through him) in –
silent-love
spontaneity
unawareness
secrecy
begins sharing through ‘transaction’ or ‘interaction’ with other fellow seekers then
that guru-orientated being is in the process of doing the
loftiest of the lofty
purest of the pure
uncontaminated
liberating
selfless
‘divine service’ and (in so doing) he comes into contact with the heavenly
perfection of spiritual life.
Those generous, humble beings are above both birth and death.
They give the gift of the soul, and practice devotional worship; they inspire others to
meet the Lord.
749

A potential seeker’s soul that is
enmeshed in materialistic attachment
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suffering in doubt-fallacies
lost in the jungle of hollow rites and rituals
entangled in ‘false occupations’
as a result of materialistic ignorance
to
take him out of the darkness of materialistic sphere
give him an awareness of spiritual intuitional knowledge
give him the right spiritual ‘life-direction’
connect him with the sadh-sangat, the company of the holy
put him on the divine path and
bestow him with the ‘gift of the soul (awareness)’
is the
highest
purest
most excellent
loftiest
intuitional
miraculous
divine sewa or service.
Such intuitional, spiritual miraculous service can only be done by guruorientated beloveds, evolved-beings, sadhus, saints, devotees, god’s slaves who
have been blessed by the Guru.
For the sake of this faith filled service of the play of love (the Sikh of the
Guru) –
falls at the feet (of Guru) forswears his ego and desires of mind
just like a dead person (who has no demands) he adopts humility and
contentment

he sells himself at the Guru’s store in exchange for the Guru's
Word,;
he becomes Guru’s slave, His bonded servant
sacrifices or surrenders his individual personality
to cultivate the activity of the hukam or command of Guru’s grace.
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